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Distribultion/Di.uil The ISO Standard Guide for
-Availability Ccdes

jit ;A*a1 and/or. the Evaluation of Human

SI Exposure to Whole-

Body Vibration

H. E. von Gierke
Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base

AFTER 10 YEARS of intensive work of Subcom- broad support for a document, which tries to
mittee 4, "Human Expost-re to Mechanical "i. provide standard guidelines in an area, where
bration and Shock," of the ISO Technical nothing existed and where data points and
Committee 108 "Mechanical Vibration and Shock," opinions were very far apart. The ISO standard
the first international standard on human ex- stimulated, during its draft stages and during
posure to whole body vibreation has been ac- the short time of its existence, a large num-.
cepted as an ISO standard(l). The ISO member ber of clarifying studies directed to fill in
bodies of 20 countries interested in this sub- gaps in our krowledge or to support or refute
ject, including the USA, voted approval of positions adopted in the standard, and fostered
this standard; two countries (USSR, UK) voted international collaboraticn in this area to an
disapproval on technical grounds, although unprecedented degree(2). This newly accumu-
one of them (UK) issued basically the same lated body of information must clearly be
document as a provisional national standard taken into account to fully understand the
(Draft for Development). The US national background of the predent standard and future
vote was strongly in favor of adoption of this standardization plans. I am the first to
document as an [S0 standard and as a national admit that the present ISO staniardization,
ANSI stpndard (29 in favor, 2 against); how- particularly ci, an international icale, in-
ever, final subitssion of the document as an volves technical compromises and compromises
ANSI standard was delayed awaiting the out- between judgments, and some of these will
come of the international deliberations. All not satisfy everybody. On the other hand,
US Government Agencies with an interest in the standard constitutes a tremendous step
the human vibration exposure area, including forward giving for the first time positive
the Department of Transportation, were strongly guidance for most vibration exposure condi-
in favor of the standard. As Chairman of the tions incorporating the all-important expo-
ISO subcommittee, which prepared this document, sure time as a factor. I can assure you
it is gratifying for me to see such unusually that all decisions and compromises underlying

ABSTRACT

It discusses the present ISO Guide for th•
This paper was prepared by invitation as Evaluation of Human Exposure to Whole-Body

discussion of SAE Paper 750166 by R.N. Janeway, Vibration, which is based on all relevant
"Hfumar, Vibration Tolerance Criteria and Appli- information presently available end whirn
cation to Ride Evaluation,'2 presented at SAE reflects the best judgment of all international
Automotive Engineering Congress, Febraury 1975. experts and all disciplines involved,
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the standard were made after prolonged delib- group is presently laboring on amendments to
erations taking the data, the official com- the standard providing much more detailed
ments by the various nations and the expert guidance for specific situations. For example
opinions or the subcommittee members into with respect to desirable vibration limits in
consideration. These experts were not only various types of buildings such as industrial,
geographically from different countries but residential, hospitals, etc., we are already
they covered the spectrum of expertise inter- close to agreement. But for all these special
ested in this field from medicine, physiology cases the frequency dependence and the time
and psychology to the various fields of engi- dependence of the human responses stay the
neering, the automotive, aircraft, ship build- same; the recommended boundaries as a whole
ing, agricultural and building industries and are shifted up or down on the intensity scale.
last but not least the instrumentation field. The measurement methodology, weighting and
Researchers and practitioners from these fields reporting of the data, in other words the
were represented, from industry as well as overall framework of the standard, remains
from government health departments. The stan- unchanged. With the overall standard agreed
dard which emerged had to be a comprise, not upon as the best guideline available, it is
so much because no adequate data were available very unproductive not to use it and to exer-
but because the large body of data available cise any parochialism, be it as an individual,
exhibited a considerable spread(3)( 4 )(5). In as an industrial branch, or a country. It is
most cases the reasons for the differences important that the vibration enviro.ments of
between the results can be explained by the all industries and in all countries can be
differences between the experimental conditions compared with one and the same measuriag stick
and by the differences between the questions even if the absolute boundaries selected as
asked. Vibrations can act very differently goals or specifications are different. As
on man; small changes in posture and support the standard states, one of its principal aims
can change the effects considerably and the is to encourage, in comparable and reproducible
effects themselves are so manyfold and, when form, the collection of further and better
it comes to their evaluation, to some extent data. The progress achieved through the
a matter of judgment. Considering all these development and acceptance of this standard
variables agreement of the data from various is easily demonstrated by the impressive
parts of the world is very good. amount of new information, which became avail-

able in response to the various unofficial
The purpose of the ISO effort was to draft stages of the standard and now after

obtain a valid, practical and safe standard. its acceptance. This information, gathered
The first two conditions mean that the stan- in many countries, was essential in changing
dard should cover as many experimental data the drafts, in shaping the final form of the
and practical situations as possible and that standard, and in getting confidence in its
simplifications are desirable to facilitate validity\ 6 )(7)(8)9)(10)(ll). Vibrations on
the standard's use. The last condition call- tractors, in tanks, in automobiles, in air-
ing for a safe standard means that if there craft, on ships and in buildings were evalu-
is any doubt where the exposure limits should ated by means of the standard(2), and fre-
be that the more conservative (i.e., protec- quently the boundaries recommended in the
tive) interpretation be acceptcd. The intro- standard, and in some cases their time de-
duction to the standard clearly states these pendence, was confirmed by these new data.

basic philosophies and that it is not to be Any criticism of the standard based on arbi-
considered a standard setting firm limits but trary restriction to a narrow data base and
a general guide for the evaluation of vibra-
tion exposure with respect to various human on personal preference(12), without consider-

responses. It is obvious that humans judge ing all evidence available and without being
vibration exposures differently depending on familiar with the recent publications in this

the circumstances and the "benefit" derived field, is unjust and unprofessional.

from the vibration; they are accepted within
certain limits in transportation vehicles be- COMMENTS REGARDING SOME OF THE DECISIONS
cause the transportation benefit outweighs UNDERLYING THE STANDARD
the discomfort. The same vibration in a pri-
vate home is intolerable. The standard tried The basic foundations of the standard
to average over these differences as much as are the acceleration limits as a function of
possible to make it as generally applicable frequency and of exposure tize. Let me make
as possible. The "discomfort boundaries" and a few comments regarding each of these.
"fatigue-decreased proficiency boundaries" Curves of equal strength of perception
apply generally to the transportation and as a function of frequency have been measured
industrial environment. For ships - or for by many authors•13)(f)(5h 6 )(8). For longi-
the population electing to go on ships - they tudinal vibrations they show maximum sensi-
might be somewhat higher; for residential tivity; i.e , a minimum acceleration required
buildings they must be lower. The ISO working for constant sensation somewhere in the fre-
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quency range between 2 and 8 Hz. The width explain subjective short-time tolerance curves
of this minimum changes with posture of the - and was found to be unsatisfactory to explain
subject, type of sensation, intensity of ex- these curves. When Pradko and Lee(19)(20)
posure and exposure time - to name just a later revived this idea, and made very detailed
few of the variables. Its position appears measurements of the vibratory power absorbed
to change slightly with the same variables; by human subjects, they unfortunately never
the weaker sensations and the relaxed position presented adequate psychophysical or physio-
having the minimum at somewhat lower frequencies. logical evidence which correlated human re-
This range of maximum human sensitivity has sponse with absorbed power. Without such data
been explained generally by the physical the whole approach is an hypothesis not in q
resonances of body parts and organs occurring satisfactory agreement with facts; and all
in this frequency range(1l4)(15)16 ) (17). attempts by some individuals to promote this
Although the range is frequently called the concept have not produced the missing data and
range of "principal body resonance" it has agreement and do not change the basic mechanical
been well shown long ago thaT several "res- construction and response of the system man.
onances" are involved. For example, for the The limitations and obvious dangers of adopting
erect sitting subject the strain in the lower the constant absorbed power concept are easily
abdomen peaks around 4.5 Hz, in the upper demonstrated by considering the frequency
abdomen at 5.5 Hz and in the chest at 6 Hz range below one Hz: the constant absorbed
(16)(17) (For the relaxed subject these power concept predicts increasing human tol-
curves change again.) A subject being asked erance with decreasing frequency ("constant
to report equal strength of sensation or of jerk hypothesis"). Contrary to this prediction
discomfort does not report sensations in the it is well documented, that human tolerance
abdomen, or chest or head alone but equates has a peak close to 1 Hz and drops off rapidly
the sensations from all receptors and reports below 1 Hz (Fig.l)(21)(22)(23). Why? Because
one integrated response: This integrated
sensation is at some frequencies predominently I0
determined by abdominal sensations, at other
frequencies by sensations in the chest and EXTRAPOLATED SHORT TIME
at still higher frequencies by sensations in ( CURVES TLERANCE'
the head( 4 )(l4). Therefore, measured curves
of equai perception usually are not simple\\. ."-.".-.. ,
physical risonance curves, but at best - 2I",
essuming that sensations in the different 0.
body areas are proportional to the physical z I MIN. EXP LIMIT
strain- envelopes to a whole series of res- 0 I '. (ISO)
onance cu~rves(lO)1 Once this fact was estab- -
lished it made the correlation of subjective -
tolerance curves with any parameter of a - .5
siml o~ilator - be it strain or power - IIMATCHING

O DATAunlikely(15). Therefore, looking at a broad a

frequency range, curves of equal injury, tol-
erance curves or curves of equal sensation are .2

almost always "composite tolerance curves,"
i.e., envelopes of the tolerance curves of .1 , ,
several individual subsystems, each, by itself, .2 .5 5 1 20
having maximum sensitivity in a different fre- FREQUENCY (Hz)
quency range. This knowledge also makes ittheoretically very unlikely that curves of Tig. I-Curves of equal subjective vibration
equal strength of human perception should be (gz) intensity (0.25 to 4.0Hz). Each match
curves of equal mechanical power transmitted involved a 30.exposure at the standard fre-
to the mian and absorbed by him. As soon as quency of 1 Hz and at the matching fre-
more than one resonating system is responsible quency. The extrapolated dashed curves
for the curve of equal perception, - and these were obtained by magnitude estimation teste
systems are in series and not parallel, - the at constant frequency
absorbed power concept cannot be correct the-
oretically; for example, a very disturbing there is another resonance system in the body
head resonance at higher frequencies leading which has its maximum response below .1 Hz and
to blurred vision is not appreciably reflected results in the complex phenomena of motion
in the mechanical impedance at the seat/buttocks sickness. This system needs much less power
interface, which determines the power absorbed to excite it to undesirable responses than the
by the subject(18). Since sometimes simple power required to excite the main body system
concepts work even if they are theoretically in the frequency range, for which the absorb-
not fully correct, the absorbed powe concept ed power concept appeared to be a reasonable
was tried out vecy early by Coerman- -15) to approximation. As long as a hypothesis stuch
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ras the constant absorbed power concept can and similarly airline passenger comfort re-
lead to such obviously wrong conclusions, it quired lower levels with increasing exposure
appears unwarranted to make it the basis for time (up to 1 hr). In addition, there was
a standard. For all the reasons discussed, enough evidence that in residential homes the
the curves of constant perception (or fre- comfort limits are usually exceeded if the
quency response curves) in the ISO standard vibration levels are above the threshold of
are not curves of equal absorbed power or perceptior. This suggested a limit for 24 hrs
simple resonance curves, but reasonable en- per day continuous exposures. Based on these
velopes to the experimentally observed curves data the dependence of the equal perception
of constant human response. Since these curves contours on the exposure time was introduced
change with body posture support and intensity into the ISO standard. The same time-depen-
of exposure the final curve was selected as dence was assumed for physiological limits,
envelope to most experimental results, and as fatigue-decreased proficiency and comfort.
average over all intensities - arguing that The reason for this was that there was not
the standard should protect the man against too much latitude for these curves to be
physical harm or undesired psychological re- drastically different, (-the comfort boundaries
sponse regardless if he sits erect or relaxed should generally not cross the fatigue-decreased
on the vibrating seat, free or supported by a proficiency boundaries, per definition, and
backrest. The final shape of the longitudinal similarly the fatigue boundaries are not ex-
response curve (break points of the curve at pected to cross the physiological exposure
4 and 8 Hz) was then determined by the stan- limits-) and the standard had to be not too
dardized frequencies for third octave band complex for operational use. One fact has to
and octave band measurements of the vibration be kept in s:Lnd which is frequently overlooked:
spectrum. the recommended exposure times are for daily

The curves of equal vibration perception routine occupational (habitual) exposures for
for transverse vibration were less well de- extended periods, even a lifetime. It is
fined than the ones for longitudinal vibration therefore difficult to compare these exposure
at the time the ISO work started. Fortunately, times recommended for prevenf wve medicine
partly in response to the early I?.proposals, practices or for the prevention of malfunction

Sexcellent and new results by Miwa became and accidents due to the vibration environ-
available, supplementing earlier subjective ments to experimental laboratory findings.
transverse response curves by Dieckmann(2 4 ). The latter usually employ a few healthy young
Miwa also established the absolute relation- subjects not exposed to vibratior day in and
ship of the longitudinal to the transverse day out. Therefore in any practical guidance
response curve by accurate psychophysical a conservative approach was indicated - bound-
cross-matc in of the perceptions in the two aries which would not recommend exposures to
directions( 2 5 ). (The data by Lee and Pradko levels not proven as safe or not presently
on transverse curves of constant absorbed tolerated in practice. 'The long-term health
power constitute interesting work, but were effects from chronic exposure to high vibra-
never considered to contain enough biological tion levels in some transportation vehicles
evidence to base curves of equal subjective are still an open question; however, evidence
perception on them.) is strong enough to suggest that chronic ef-

The dependence of the acceleraticn bound- fects on the 'usculoskeletal system of vibra-
aries on the exposure time deserves some com- tion exposure from presetly accepted vehicles
ment too. It is true that experimental evi- cannot be overlooked(28j(29). All these ar-
dence that physiolcgical tolerance limits, guments spoke in favor of the adopted time
fatigue and comfort limits for vibration dependence of recommended exposure.
environments,depend on exposure time was very Since the publication of the draft stan-
scarce at the time the standard was first dard several attempts have been made to prove
drafted. However, it became obvious that the or disprove the time dependence function" 9 )
discrepancies between the absolute levels of (ll)(30). Data were collected with respect
recommended exposure criteria in use by dif- to equal fatigue curves under vibration as a
ferent organizations and in different countries function of exposure time. These data give
had their origin in the fact that exposure some additional support to the time-dependence
time was not taken into consideration(h)(26). selected by the standard (Fig.2). The sug-

compiled available information in 1964 for gestion to use instead of the present ISO
the ISO group and published it in 1965(27): curve, faired through the experimental data,
short-time physiological tolerance decreased a similar curve represented by a simple ana-
with time (observed from 20 see to 3 minutes); lytic expressionC9)(12), is a good and valid
subjective judgment of intolerable exposures one and might well be adopted in a future
and working proficiency exhibited a decrease revision of the standard without changing the
from several minutes to 2 hrs exposure; sub- results obtained with it in any appreciable
Jective "fatigue" of railroad travelers occurred way.
at lower vibraJion levels with increasing ex- Other experiments concentrated on the one
posure time (reported for 20 min to 8 hrs); valid question and crý.ticism with respect to A

S.. .. ......... 
.....
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controls and dis lays for minimum interference
Ft by the vibration 2). Guidelines for this are

7.1 available. The "decreased proficiency" curves

in the standard provide, therefore, some very
40 'So 4TOO NZ FATIGUE general guidance only, and might have to be
D BSOUNOARY moved up or down depending upon the specific

task, the man-machine interface and reliability
required. (On the other hand, it should not

BI be above the exposure boundaries except for
0 .63 unusual conditions. )

00 Mi • -SUaTTIVE rJUGEMENT x Finally, it is completely misleading to
0.3 (P .f~kueowe,) •. state(12), that the ISO standard presents the

a26 II sIMIC-SUSJECTIV. E*IMAfEATO[MITt) •"fatigue-decreased proficiency" boundaries as

016 2 4 5 10 e02 40 00.1. the "primary limits," or that the ISO group

at J 1 4 A I'I . ' I I I first decided on the "reduced comfort" bound-EXPOSIME TIME 02I 054, ,h L•2hhfb4h OhaUIliIhK ~4h aries and then selected the other boundaries
"by arbitrarily multiplying these values" with

Fig. 2-Subjective judgement of equal fat- the recommended factors to obtain the other
igue compared to the ISO Standard curves boundaries. Let me assure you, there was noth-

ing "arbitrary" about it. In the evolvement
the time-dependence concept in which I fully of the overall framework and the recommenda-
concur and which, by the way, was the main tion of specific boundaries as a function of
reason for the UK negative vote: it has never frequency and exposure time, equal consideration
been shown by laboratory experiments that task was given to the data accumulated for each of
proficiency and performance in general decrease the three perception criteria selected for

with increasing exposure time. On the con- characterizing recommended exposure levels:
trery, several experiments designed to in- "exposure limits" for health reasons, "fatigue-
vestigate this question so far obtained a dif- decreased proficiency" boundary and "discomfort"
ferent answer: even 6 hrs of vibration ex- boundary. If there was anything arbitrary
posure did not result in a significant de-- about this, it was the desire to arrive at a
crease in cognitive or manual performance practical, useful and safe standard on which

capability(5)( 30). In addition, available the majority of the experts could agree.
data clearly show that it is almost impossible

to generalize with respect to "performance" FUTURE WORK ON VIBRATION EXPOSURE STANDARDS
under vibration. The nature of the task has
been shown to be extremely critical and time- The ISO standard has found wide appliea-
dependence must be expected to be related to tion in the shipbuilding, aircraft, automotive
the nature of the task wuder consideration. and building industries 2). The US Department
In spite of this it was uecided to retain the of Defense and many other countries made it the
time-dependence not only for the fatigue basis for their military specifications(32).
boundaries, for which it was confimed, but The standard is being ubed as the basis for
also for the otherwise identical decreased the international activities on tractor seat
proficiency boundary. The argument for this testing (proposals from the O.E.C.D. Committee
decision is based on the experience that lab- and from ISO/TC23/SC3) and for national re-
ortory experiments hardly simulate daily, commended practices(33)(34). For practical

life-long field exposures with respect to evaluations and comparative tests the single
motivation, and if people report increasing number characterization (frequency weighting)
fatigue with exposure time the fatigue can methodology by way of frequency weighting n t-
result, at least in some individuals, in de- works ("ride meter") is generally preferred(33),
creased motivation and increased error or which the standard proposes as an approximation.
accident potential. It also appeared unrea- The fear is Justified that if this were the

sonable to recommend boundaries with respect sole methodology for assessing vibration ex-
to performance which would be above the fatigue posure (-some countries propose already to
limits and might even cross and be above the standardize such a meter-) no spectral informa-
exposure limits adopted for health reasons. tion on the various occupational environments
Such a standard would not fulfill its prac- wou-ld become available and further research

tical, preventive purpose. data on the correlation of human response with
Although it is stressed in several places the spectrum of the environment would not be

in the standard, it might be worth a reminder forthcoming. For these reasons it does not
again here: The disturbance of task perform- appear desirable to standardize too early on
ance in the vibration environment depends very a general vibration exposure meter (which
much on the task required and a large body of would probably require narrower tolerances
detailed informMt49n ixists in the meantime than presently proposed in the standard; an
on this subject 5)( 31). It is a promising accuracy perhaps not yet jistified), although
open field for the human engineer to design such a meter defiritely has its place for the



testing in specific industries. Once more
experience has accumulated, such a vibration s
exposure meter should be internationally stan- 6 (DIS 2831)
dardized. 6 25 MIN,

II

v The ISd comKmet. tei s d umen ExpsSURE
loechanical Shock and Vibration is presently 4 MTIONS

REGIOI

dworking on several projects, soie of which are 2 HR.
thclosely related to the standard in der discus- 3- .XFOSUREi sBion(22):/

s a. A document on the evaluation of vibra- 4,Stion in buildings (including acceptable accel- Vertical,

eration ranges for various uses) is nearing Ace.

completion and will soon be distributed for mi en HR.
vote and comment. This document provides for 1.0,- EXOSR

longitudinal and transverse vibration to be
evaluatei, if desiredt by one combined, aver-
aged weighting function. Justifictio on for .62
this was the argument that in buildings the 263
ssmp environment can act on man in all direc- .4 t•
tions (uprightý and in the horizontal position) /I
and the expressed desire of the industry to .3"
have, in addition to the existing standard, a2•R..NTIE
simple, single figure evaluation method. 28HL(ETIV,

1974 is hopefully close to completion, which

provides some guidance for the 0.1 to 1 Hz
frequency range with respect to motion sick- O-
ness and equal sensation contours(21'. (It .1 .2 ,3 .4 .6 .8 1.0
will probably be decided as too controversial "SEVERE DISCOMFORT"BOUNDARIES 0.I-I,0 HN
to continue the reduced comfort or other bound- (UP TO 10% MOTION SICK)
aries from the higher frequency range below (PROPOSAL UNDER CONSIDERATION BY ISO)
i Hz with the same designation, since the def-
inition and causes of discomfort due to motion Fig. 3-Proposed "severe discomi •rt bound-
sickness are too different from the phenomena aries" for the 0.1 to 1 Hz frequency range
above 1 Hz.) The guidance might be similar to curves are primarily basad upon all avail-
the information presented in Fig. 3. able motion sickness data.

c. A standard document defining whole-

body impedance curves for human subjects will dard and also to incorporate it into the gen-
soon be re&..eased by the subcommitt e for offi- eral ISO/TV108 "Shock and Vibration Terminol-
cial comments by the ISO countries?22J. The ogy" which is in prcparatiLon. This work will
curves are to be used as nominal impedance be followed by a separate draft document on
curves for design and testing and sare supple- "Biodynamic Coordinate Systems."
mented by biodynamic models exhibiting the f. In addition to the efforts listed in
same impedance curves as the human body. Vi- the human vibration exposure area several docu-
bration transmission through the body is on ments on human impact testing and evaluation
the agenda for future working group meetings. are in preparation.

d. A draft proposal for "Guide for the The list of projects is by no means com-
Evaluation of Human Exposure to Hand-Trans- plete, and I hesitate to predict how soon any
mitted Vibration" has seen at least 3 or 4 re- of these efforts may result in an approved ISO
visions and is being circulated again to the standard. Comments received through the pro-
subcommittee for comments and vote(22). Inter- cess of official international circulation
national agreement is difficult to achieve can frequently influence or change subcom-
since several countries already have standards mittee plans and new data might turn up not
or guidance not in agreement with each other considered during work group deliberations.
or not in agreement with present thinking. All such comments will be carefully evaluated
On the other hand, international guidance and and every effort will be made to obtain as
agreement are urgently desired because of the broad support as possible by the international
active trade in power tools, such as chain community. This process might not only in-
saws, for which the measurement and definition volve technical changes to the proposed docu-
of permissible limits of hand-transmitted vi- ments but also changes in the overall plans
bration, according to an international standard, and packaging of the documents. For example
is highly desirable. if the planned amendments to ISO 2631, address-

e. A standard terminology on human shock ing the frequencies below 1 HR and the vibra-
and vibration exposure is in preparation. It tion in buildings, should be delayed too long,
is planned to issue it as an independent stan- the subcommittee might consider not issuing

S• . . . ...
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such separate documents but incorporating all b. Advancement in the state-of-the-art
these amendments into a future revision of the is most rapidly achieved by data collection
basic guide for the evaluation of human expo- and reporting according to this standaid, a
sure to .hole-body vibration. This future proposal which should not stifle parallel re-
revision will also include, in all likelihood, search on new approachei and methodologies.
more specific guidance with respect to expo- c. Work is continuing to emend and im-
sure boundaries for specific situations or prove this standard as soon as warranted by
industries such as ships, shops, tractors, new data, and everyone is encouraged to sub-
etc. However, more field data on environments mit such data and perticipate constructively
and on human responses are desirable to take in the standardization process.
this step with confidence. In the m.eantime d. For the present time the evaluation
it is important that these field data be col- of vibration environments, occupational as
lected and reported uniformly and consistently. well as recreational, and the testing of equip-
The present ISO standard plays an important ment and machinery with respect to its effect
role in this process. Ongoing investigations on man are best accomplished by means of the
will not only result in practical field experi- existing standard to protect man against un-
ence with the standard but also give new data desirable effects on his health, safety, per-
on problems such as the accuracy of the weight- formance and comfort.
ing vs. the rating approach; on single-frequency,
multiple-frequency and random vibrations; simul-
taneous multi-axial vibrations and on the REFERENCES
important problem of impulsive type of vibra-
tion; i.e., vibrations with a crest factor 1. "Guide for the Evaluation of Human
greater than 3. Data for the establishment Exposure to Whole Body Vibration" International
of boundaries for rotational vibrations might Standard ISO 2631-1974(E).
become consistent enough for inclusion. For 2. For recent references see: "Vibra-, all these problems the present standard does tion and Combined Stresses in Advanced Systems"
not yet give the ultimate answer, but it gives (H.E. von Gierke Editor) Proceedings of AGARD
coherent guidance consistent with present Conference 22-23 April 1974, Oslo, Norway,
knowledge and with sound preventive practices. National Technical Information Service (NTIS),
The ISO subcommittee monitors all these areas Springfield, VA.
ready to incorporate any new generally accept- 3. J.C. Guignard and P.F. King, "Aero-
ed evidence into a future revision of the medical Aspects of Vibration and Noise,"
S standard. AGARD AG-151, NATO/AGARD (NTIS, Springfield,

Another effort of interest might be men- VA.) 1972.

tioned: in its work Subcommittee 4 found it 4. D.E. Goldman and H.E. von Gierke,
desirable to have standardized environmental "Effects of Shock and Vibration on Man,"
inputs available which would be representative (C.M. Harris and C.E. Crede, Editors): Shock
of typical field environments imparted by and Vibration Handbook, New York; McGraw-Hill
road vehicles, off-the-road vehicles, ships, Book Co., Inc., 1961.
aircraft, etc. At the Subcommittee's re- 5. R.J. Hornick, "Vibration" in Bio-
quest, TC108 organized a special working group astronautics Data Book 2nd Edition (J.F. Parker
(ISO/TC108/WG9, "Generalized Road Vibration and V.R. West,'Editors) NASA SP-3006, NASA,
Inputs to Vehicles") which has already circ.u- Washington D.C., 1973.
lated a draft document for comment which pro- 6. See references in Reference 1.
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